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This is Part 2 of an article which paints a rich portrait of early pioneering around what would later      

become Boone Lake. Part 1 appeared in the April 2014 “Shoreliner”

Russell Bean (1769 - 1826) served as 1st Lieutenant in the East Tennessee 

Military in the war of 1812 with his sons Russell Jr. and Charles.  Russell was 

also a gunsmith.  He took a cargo of Rifles he had manufactured to New Orleans 

to sell.  He remained on the trip for two years engaging in horse racing, cock-

fighting and other sports of the times.  On returning to Jonesborough, he found 

his wife Rosamond nursing a small infant.  It was said a merchant named Allen 

was the father.  Russell left the cabin without a word. Later he returned “drunk” 

and deliberately cut off both of the infant’s ears, saying that he marked it so it 

would not get mixed up with “his children”.

 

Russell was arrested, tried and convicted of this act of inhumane 

cruelty and sentenced.  In addition to his punishment he was branded 

in the palm of his hand. Immediately he bit out of his hand the part 

containing the brand.  He was imprisoned, but soon escaped from jail 

and remained at large because the officers were afraid of him.  His 

wife soon divorced him but Russell was determined to kill Allen.  He 

assaulted and beat Allen’s brother unmercifully.  When the courts met, 

with Andrew Jackson on the bench, it was reported that they were 

unable to capture Bean.  Russell was at his cabin threatening to kill the 

first man who approached.  Jackson summoned every man in the court 

house to bring Bean in “dead or alive.”  The sheriff responded “ Then I 

summon your honor first!.”

 
Jackson left the bench exclaiming “I’ll bring him in!”  Jackson approached Bean’s cabin, pistol in hand.  When he 

got within shooting distance, Bean arose, laid down his arms and surrendered.  Jackson took him to the court room 

where he was again tried and convicted.  

 
Later Bean’s Station was formed and named after William Bean.  A lot of interesting reading and facts can be found 

online about William Bean and his whole family.

 
There is a little known museum, the “Boones Creek Trust Museum”,  that is located in the basement of the oldest 

operating Christian Church in Tennessee, the “Boones Creek Christian Church”.   An article is online at “Treasures 

of Boones Creek”.  Tucked away in four Sunday school class rooms are artifacts, photos and documentation of 

Tennessee’s first community.   There is a photograph of Williams Bean’s cabin.  A long cap and ball rifle handcrafted 

by Charles Bean, a descendant of William Bean, along with some remnants of the Beach tree on which  Daniel 

Boone carved “D Boone cilled a bar” are some of the prized items of the museum.  The Beach Tree was located in 

a clearing in the woods just off Old Gray Station Road until 1916, when a windstorm brought it down.  Over time the 

actual part Daniel Boone had carved  was destroyed by vandals carving their initials etc. and defacing it, making 

it unreadable.  The land owners had the tree hauled to Wolfe Brother’s furniture company in Piney Flats, where it 

was fashioned into small tables and at least 72 numbered bowls. One of the tables and 3 of the bowls along with a 

few notched branches and a couple of varnished planks are on display at the museum.    The John Sevier Chapter 

of the Daughters of the American Revolution purchased the remaining lumber from the Beach Tree and had it made 

into gavels that they gifted to schools and officeholders. 

(Jay Wise is a Boone Lake Association board member who serves on the Shoreliner committee.  He has lived most of life on the 

shoreline of Boone Lake).

William Bean’s Cabin
Jay Wise SUMMER FUN ON BOONE

Returning - Summer 2021!Returning - Summer 2021!



Incoming President Letter

Greetings Friends of Boone Lake,                                                      

To the Many Friends and Supporters of Boone Lake Association:                                                        

On the cover:  These photos were taken prior to the extended drawdown of Boone Lake for Dam repairs.  It’s coming back!!! 

Although 2020 was tough for everyone 
in general, our lake benefitted from a 
good turnout for the delayed annual 
Boone Lake Cleanup. This issue shows 
you the results of the contributed work 
that continues to cleanup and improve 
our lake for the benefit of our entire 
region. Thanks to all who contributed 
donations of work time, goods, services 
and prizes. The event also keeps our 
community aware of our efforts which 
go on year- round.

As I complete my term as President, 
I am pleased to inform you that our 
new trash skimming boat is in service 
on the Watauga River arm of the lake 

with the biggest contributors being 
Johnson City, Washington County, 
BrightRidge and TVA. This boat would 
not function without the equipment to 
lift and empty the trash basket which 
we can now do with a telehandler 
donated by TVA. We also receive 
great support from Johnson City with 
their donation of a dumpster for our 
use and brush pickup too.

Our pursuit of similar equipment to 
operate on the Holston River channel 
is pending.  We have received 
funding from Sullivan County for half 
of the needed funds but no matching 
commitments from Kingsport and 

Bristol. If you are constituents of 
these municipalities and appreciate 
what Boone Lake does for our region 
please contact your representatives 
and urge them to fund Boone Lake 
cleanup efforts with the funds they 
were given by TVA for the impact of 
the Boone Dam repair project.

As usual we would love for you to join 
us at our meetings the first Tuesday 
each month. With COVID 19 future 
meeting plans have to be flexible so 
contact us for information if you plan 
to attend.

Jon Wireman, President, 2020

2021 is a very special year: We will 
get our Lake back. Sort of.

If all goes as planned, TVA will finish 
the Boone Dam work during 2021 and 
begin to refill the reservoir.  TVA will still 
be on site for quite some time finishing 
the infrastructure work and dismantling 
the myriad of facilities which they built 
in order to repair the dam.

This signals the time for BLA to step 
forward with our team to continue 
to clean the Lake from years of 
accumulated trash and cuttings from 
vegetation removal. Your Association 
has worked closely with our partners 
TVA and BDRC to stay organized 
and provide resources to ensure, as 
much as is reasonable, that the Lake 
is returned to its pre-drawdown levels 
during 2021 and 2022. Already we 
have removed tons of trash, rubbish 
and cuttings from the exposed 
lakebed.  As the water comes up, we 
expect more and more of the cuttings 
and logs, in particular, will float and 
need to be removed.

Thankfully, with your ongoing support, 
we have some of the pieces in place to 
address this challenge. We still need 

to get Bristol and Kingsport Cities on 
side to match the funds provided by 
Sullivan County for BLA to purchase a 
second skimmer boat for the Holston 
River portion of the Lake. Taxpayers 
should be aware that the money 
for these boats comes from TVA 
Economic Impact Payments which 
the communities receive while the 
dam repair project continues. While 
the communities have a responsibility 
to keep their portions of the Lake safe 
and clean, no taxpayer monies have 
been used to acquire equipment with 
which to do so.

BLA has a number of new faces in 
our organization and that means we 
can look to an improved social media 
presence, an enhanced accounting 
system which will help us to reach 
out to grant providers, and specialists 
in marketing to help us improve 
our visibility to past and future 
benefactors.  We would still like to find 
a young lawyer who wishes to help us 
face the challenges in contract and 
compliance issues which come with a 
not-for- profit organization.

Our 2020 Clean Up was a fine 
success in spite of the many 

challenges. We are planning/hoping 
that we can have a 2021 clean up 
the last Saturday in April. Please 
follow our web site and Facebook 
pages to stay current on scheduling.

As noted elsewhere in this newsletter, 
our contributors continue to provide 
the necessary financial wherewithal 
to keep our crews employed around 
the Lake.  We will endeavor to 
improve upon these numbers and 
look to engage some of the many 
commercial businesses which thrive 
around the region from the presence 
of a healthy lake. Please, do what 
you can when our plea letter reaches 
you in early 2021.

And of course, we can always use 
volunteers in just about any skill 
set which you bring to BLA. From 
patching the old boats to developing a 
youth program we have opportunities 
for people willing to donate their time. 
Don’t be shy. The Lake, as it returns 
to full pool in the coming years, needs 
us more than ever.

For the Association,

 Val Kosmider



Year in Review

Jan: New log hoist being installed on 
pontoon at Boone Lake Marina

Apr: Unloading trash at Pickens Bridge for 
disposal

July: A log pile at Pickens Bridge

Oct: Trash pickup on the Watauga end of the 
lake

Mar:  Shoreline trash pickup

June: Picking up trash on Holston end of the 
lake

Sept: A load of tires from another. successful, 
although delayed,  Boone Lake Clean Up

Dec:  BLA and TVA emptying the skimmer 
basket

Feb:  New crane hoist in use towing logs

May: Board member conducting water 
quality testing 

Aug:  Johnson City brush truck picking up 
logs at Pickens Bridge

Nov:  The new skimmer boat basket doing its 
job!



Boone Lake Water Level to Rise
The current lake level is at approximately 1359 feet.  TVA 
projects to begin raising the level two feet per week beginning 
March 15, with the level expected to be 1373 feet by the 
end of April (normal summer pool is 1383 feet). They will 
perform further testing through May and then determine 
if the lake can gradually be returned to full summer pool.  
Now is the time to check your exposed Shoreline for any 
items which may float at increased water levels and remove 
them to higher ground.  If you have other debris, brush, tree 
limbs, etc., please dispose of them also.  If you live outside 
the Johnson City limits, with appropriate burn permits and 
safety considerations, burning is permissible.

Possible change to Shoreliner delivery
As a cost savings measure, your BLA Board is planning to 
publish the Shoreliner online only beginning with our next 
edition.  We understand from comments received that 
many of our readers look forward to receiving their copy 
of the Shoreliner in the mail.  If contributions allow, or we 
are able to find a business to underwrite printing costs we 
will continue to mail hard copies.   To ensure you receive 
your next copy, please email BLA (boonelakeassociation@
gmail.com) your current email address so we can be sure 
we have it in our database.  Please indicate if you wish to 
receive a hard copy should we be able to resume printing.  
We will be sending periodic updates by email to keep you 
informed.  The Shoreliner will also be available on our 
website, boonelakeassociation.org. 

Potential Water Quality Monitoring Improvements
Jim Slaight

In our previous Shoreliner I reported on 
our efforts during the peak season to 
monitor water quality for recreational 
use and if there’s an issue, make sure 
TVA, TWRA, or TDEC are informed so 
that they can take action to keep Boone 
Lake safe. We provide a “goodness” 
estimate of overall water quality by 
measuring water samples for levels 
of six parameters including E. coli and 
converting them to an internationally 
accepted “quality” number. Some 
factors, like E.coli, are more important 
than others and have more weight in the 
overall number. BLA doesn’t have the 
necessary equipment to test for E.coli so 
we depend on the Johnson City Water 
Treatment Lab to help us out. They’ve 
been a terrific partner and immense 
help to us not only by testing our 

samples but also letting us know what 
conditions we need when collecting the 
samples so results are accurate. This 
places restrictions on how many samples 
we can take, the timeframe for taking 
them and the environment to keep 
the samples viable. There are two vital 
parameters, Dissolved Oxygen (DO) and 
Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) that 
we’re unable to sample and meet the 
viability requirements. We think they’re 
important and with your generosity, this 
year we’re hoping to purchase two field 
test kits that will give us the ability to give 
you more confidence in our estimate of 
Boone Lake’s health for recreation.

Water sample viability requirements 
currently limit our sampling effort to a 
volunteer who can be available during 
lab working hours and for the length of 
time required to get samples from each 

end of the Lake and the beach. The time 
required to sample will get longer as the 
Lake levels return to normal.  Through 
extensive research we have found an 
E.coli field test kit which would give 
us more flexibility to use our crew or 
volunteers who can only support us 
after work or the weekends. Even more 
exciting, a DO test kit and cooler will let 
us field sample both DO and BOD. To 
date, all our sampling equipment has 
been donated by our volunteer, but the 
test kits will cost about $900 combined. 
The DO kit is a one-time expense and the 
E.coli kit is good for two years. We hope 
you agree that monitoring our lake for 
your safe recreation is important and the 
more complete our sampling, the higher 
confidence in our quality estimates. 
We’re hoping for your generosity in 
2021 to help us improve and expand our 
water quality monitoring effort.

BLA Contributor Update

Gary Parker

As 2020 comes to an end, BLA is proud of its accomplishments 
this year. Despite the Covid19 setback, the Association was 
able to commission a new skimmer boat and telehandler, 
complete the annual lake cleanup that was delayed from April 
to September and keep a full-time crew cleaning the lake.   
However, we face many challenges ahead as we prepare for 
the onslaught of trash and debris when the lake returns to full 
pool.  One objective is to add a second skimmer boat and crew 
to meet the expected demand.  This will take additional funding 
that we currently do not have.  We will need your help to meet 
that objective in an attempt to keep the lake safe and clean 
following the dam repair.  

The numbers of contributors in 2020 are down for the second 
year in a row.  Fortunately, due to the generosity of many donors, 
the average contribution amount is up and the total income is 

nearly the same as 2019 (see chart below).   However, to meet 
our future objectives we need to turn this around and increase 
our contributors back to the 600 level that we experienced in 
2014 prior to the lake drawdown.  With a return to normalcy, we 
are counting on a renewed interest in the organization to meet 
that goal.  We sincerely appreciate all our supporters; you are 
the ones that ultimately keep the lake safe and clean.

Year Contributions Revenue Avg. Contribution
2014 601   
2015 498   
2016 318   
2017 263   
2018 422 $52,997 $126
2019 409 $53,870 $132
2020 390 $56,266 $144.27



How Can I Help……...?                           
Frank Hahne

That is what I sent in an email to 
boonelakeassociation@gmail.com last 
year.  After working for 50 years, I was 
excited about retiring (at least before 
COVID-19 hit) and wanting to find a 
place that could use my skills, preferably 
around water.  I paid my way through 
school digging holes and filling them up 
with water—working for my Dad who 
built swimming pools!
Well, I got a telephone call back in June 
from Jon Wireman, the President of BLA, 
who invited me to one of their monthly 
meetings to listen, meet the people 
who volunteered their time for BLA and 
hopefully find a slot I would like to join in 
and serve.  Well, after meeting Larry, Ann, 
Gary, Sue, Jay, Jerry, Val and Jim I decided 
this was the place for me to roll up my 
sleeves and volunteer.  So, after meeting 
what seemed like a hundred other people 
at the Annual Clean-Up day (September 
instead of April this “Covid-year”) I am 
now their Assistant Treasurer and looking 
forward to 2021.

How Can You Help……...?  Pick an area 
that interests you and reach out to one 
of our Committees and they will give you 
a call to talk about “what next”.
Boone Lake Association Committees

•	 Annual Cleanup Committee:  Plan 
and help prepare for the biggest day 
of our year!

o Contact boonelakeassociation@
gmail.com Attention: Gary Parker

•	 Budget Committee: Prepare and 
track expenditures

o Contact boonelakeassociation@
gmail.com Attention: Frank 
Hahne

•	 Contributor Committee:  Help 
keep the names/addresses of our 
supporters up to date

o Contact boonelakeassociation@
gmail.com Attention: Gary Parker

•	 Operations Committee:  Part-time 
crewing on one of BLA’s boats

o Contact boonelakeassociation@

gmail.com Attention: Jay Wise

•	 Policies & Procedures Committee:  
Legal advice or technical writing

o Contact boonelakeassociation@
gmail.com Attention: Val 
Kosmider

•	 Public Awareness & Education 
Committee:  Marketing and social 
media skills

o Contact boonelakeassociation@
gmail.com Attention: Ann Larson

•	 Water Quality Committee:  Part-
time crewing on a BLA boat to collect 
samples

o Contact boonelakeassociation@
gmail.com Attention: Jim Slaight

If you do not have the time, please 
make a contribution for 2021—The lake 
is coming BACK and there will be much 
water work to be done by BLA.  I look 
forward to sharing our passion for a safe, 
clean wonderful outdoor place to be 
with your family during these challenging 
times.

A Partnership for Progress                                     
We’re sure you’ve seen the tug boats, 
barges, and heavy equipment on the lake 
in recent months. Thanks to a BLA, TVA, 
and BDRC partnership the overgrown 
exposed shoreline is being cleared in 
preparation for the lake’s return to 
normal.  Several loads of brush and trees 
are being disposed of everyday.  It is a 
huge project and one that BLA could never 
have accomplished alone.  Thank you to 
TVA for the manpower and equipment 
support and the BDRC for identifying 
areas and coordinating property owner 
notifications.  It takes all of us working 
together to prepare for Boone Lake’s 
return.

Your 2021 Board of Directors

Val Kosmider, Frank Hahne, 
Ann Larson, Jerry Frank, Gary 
Parker, Jim Slaight, Jay Wise, 
Jeanette Bailey and Tyler 
Troutman

We have room on the Board 
for YOU!!!

So, what does it cost 
to clean the lake?
We know that some of you wonder 
just what happens to the money you 
contribute to BLA.  Keeping Boone Lake 
clean, safe, and beautiful is not an easy 
nor cheap undertaking.  Costs for a two-
person crew, to include wages, payroll 
taxes, other taxes and insurance comes to 
$60,000.00 per year.  An additional part 
time summer crew costs $14,000.00.  
Boat and equipment maintenance and 
repair, gas, and disposal fees could  add 
an additional $13,000.00.  And as with 
any “business” there are additional 
administrative and unexpected 
expenses.  So, if you refer back to the 
yearly contributors report you will realize 
that individual contributions fall short of 
meeting our expenses.  This is why we 
seek additional contributors, and depend 
on major sponsors and the support of the 
TVA and local municipalities.  

We believe, and we think you’ll agree, that 
Boone Lake is a gem worth preserving.  So, 
when you talk to your friends, neighbors 
or even strangers ask them if they support 
the BLA.  If they do, thank them; if not, 
encourage them to contribute.

The 22nd Annual Boone Lake Clean 
Up, Cash for Trash, is scheduled 
for Saturday, April 24th, 2021.  We 
are hopeful that COVID-19=19 
restrictions will be a thing of the 
past and we will be able to hold 
the Clean Up and volunteer picnic 
as usual.  So, mark your calendar 
now and watch for our roadside 
signs and Facebook and website 
announcements in early April.  With 
the lake levels rising, more areas 
will be accessible from the water so 
there will be new areas where trash 
has undoubtedly accumulated.  
Let’s get it out before it ends up in 
the lake!

Annual Clean Up
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THANK YOU TO MEMBERS WHO CONTRIBUTE

GENEROUSLY TO KEEP BOONE LAKE CLEAN

CONTRIBUTION LEVEL: Please print clearly
_____ $50+ Basic Contributor Name: _________________________________________________
_____ $100+ Supporter Spouse/partner: _________________________________________  
_____ $250+ Partner Mailing Address: _________________________________________
_____ $500+ Platinum City: ____________________________ State_______ Zip ________
_____ $1000+ Major Sponsor Email: _________________________________________________
 Telephone:______________________________________________
 Property Address ________________________________________
 n Contact me about volunteering.

                      www.boonelakeassociation.org

Please Donate by 
Check payable to Boone Lake Association
Or PayPal, “US Friends and Family”, 
email BooneLakeAssociation@gmail.com

We can always use more help.  
We continue to look for lake loving 
folks interested in helping with 
outreach to include Facebook and 
our website, with organizing our 
Annual Clean Up, and our daily 
operations.  The Board meets 
the first Tues of the month at 
7:00PM at the Winged Deer Park 
Conference Room.  Come check 
us out!!


